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Abstract 
 

K-Means is a clustering technique that maps object features onto multidimensional coordinates and groups them based on location closeness. 

However, measuring closest distance can be doubtful when ranking representation of ordinal scale objects are not considered. Thus, distri-

bution of objects in a cluster may violate ranking representation. For example, a same-rank object may be grouped into different clusters. 

To address this issue, an enhanced of K-Means algorithm is proposed to achieve better and meaningful result of ranking-based clustering. 

It is based on integration of ranking algorithm that sort objects into ranking list which also representing object closeness based on its nearby 

location. A new additional step in K-Means is proposed in reassigning unaligned K-Means nearest objects using ranking attribute that 

eventually accelerates the clustering process. AHP ranking algorithm is integrated into K-Means in achieving a ranking-based cluster. This 

enhancement was evaluated on three ordinal datasets covering 67 Java programs, 92 students’ marks on computer architecture subject and 

456 EUFA’s football club coefficient ranking list. The results show that by integrating ranking algorithm in K-Means as proposed in 

G+Rank K-Means, a rank cluster representation has been successfully achieved. The purity value that represents the correctness against 

certain group classification has also increased. 
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1. Introduction 

Clustering is a technique to automatically group set of objects into 

unclassified groups based on their features similarity (i.e. closeness). 

The unclassified groups need to be analyzed by an expert to define 

and conclude the new findings. Meanwhile, ranking is a technique 

to order set of objects into certain ranking representation based on 

ordinal-scaled value. There are many application objects that con-

tain the ordinal features, however can be ranked due to the lack of 

finite group’s definition. For example, lines of codes, speed and in-

tervals, height and weight, are among ordinal features that do not 

have fixed range that can be used as the definition in recognizing 

certain groups. This is where clustering and ranking need to be com-

bined so that the result can be represented into a meaningful cluster. 

These objects can be sorted to represent certain ranks on certain 

minimum and maximum scale, and then clustered them based on 

their nearest scale distance. 

However, clustering and ranking are often viewed as two independ-

ent techniques [1] and are used separately for different purposes. 

For instance, clustering such as K-Means algorithm is initially per-

formed to minimize the objects (i.e. alternatives) before they can be 

further processed in the AHP ranking [2-4]. 

Looking at the clustering process of K-Means, objects are grouped 

based on their location distance closeness. Such location aspect 

does not consider the context of the ordinal scale representation. As 

a result, the cluster may not contain objects with accurate rank rep-

resentation. This will obstruct the result to be accurately identified 

as a higher or lower rank cluster. Most of the current researches are 

focusing on K-Means towards getting a better accurate result by 

considering initial centroids. However, there is lack of research that 

investigating on clustering of ordinal features using K-Means algo-

rithm to achieve better and meaningful result for ranking-based 

clustering. Many previous studies have only focused on integrating 

the clustering and ranking separately [5–8] which does not imply 

on ranking-based clustering output effectiveness. 

2. Related Works 

Most of clustering algorithm such as K-Means, is more concern 

with measuring closest distance of objects region based on their 

multiple features space of coordinate location [9-10]. However, 

considering ranking based application context, ranking level among 

objects are represented based on their ordinal features. Thus, when 

clustering is applied, the result is targeted to be aligned with such 

predefined ranking consideration. Unfortunately, using standard K-

Means algorithm, certain objects that represent same rank may not 

be grouped together because each objects is measured based on 

closest distance to the centroids rather than among themselves. As 

clustering result is influenced by initial centroids selection [11], 

they need also to be targeted towards relevant points of ranking-

based cluster representation. Many suggestions have been made on 

initial centroids enhancement.  However, to our extent of 

knowledge, initial centroids configuration in representing meaning-

ful ranking context is yet to be explored. Different selection of ini-

tial centroids may yield to different clustering ranking results due 

to local minima convergence.  

Ranking consideration in clustering is proposed through RankClus 

[12]. It improves the quality of clustering result by automatically 
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assigning new object feature with calculated rank for each cluster. 

It starts by generating the clusters and evaluating the rank of each 

cluster based on individual objects' rank distribution within it. All 

the objects in the clusters are then assigned with their new rank 

cluster point. Finally, these objects are re-clustered again by con-

sidering the new rank cluster feature for each objects. Thus, the ac-

curacy of clustering is improved by considering the ranking as part 

of feature. However, this technique may change the objects ranking 

sensitivity as the rank of cluster are calculated based on initial clus-

ter result which are not yet taking rank representation in the clus-

tering process. 

Pei et.al [13] proposes ComClus that is able to calculate centroids 

based on maximized posterior probability. The posterior probabili-

ties of objects can be used to rank the objects within a cluster. Thus, 

unimportant objects can be filtered and possibly reassigned to an-

other co-efficient cluster. However, this technique is only limited to 

networked object that requires relations information on the objects 

to be available (i.e. dependent features). In certain application, ob-

ject relation does not exist such as mark of a student does not influ-

ence marks for other students.  

On the other hand, ComClus has made more sense to develop semi-

unsupervised K-Means in which prior knowledge on some labeled 

data can be used to influence the cluster result towards certain tar-

geted application context [14]. For example, Al-Harbi [15] com-

bines classifier algorithm to create a semi-unsupervised K-Means 

that can group feature with same label into a same cluster. As main 

concern in this study is on ranking-based clustering, ranking algo-

rithm is more suitable in providing prior objects information for a 

semi-unsupervised K-Means clustering result. In this proposed al-

gorithm, AHP are integrated into K-Means algorithm to guide ob-

ject ranking in generating ranking-based clustering result. However, 

other ranking algorithm such as weighted-sum model (WSM) or 

Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 

(TOPSIS) by Hwang may be used based on user specific require-

ment. 

G+Rank K-Means algorithm integrates ranking algorithm to assign 

objects with ranking attribute that later will be used in guiding K-

Means towards achieving better ranking-based clustering represen-

tation. It is extended algorithm based on GRank K-Means [16] al-

gorithm that propose new centroid initialization and cluster output 

reassignment in considering the ranking attribute. The steps are as 

the following: 

2.1. AHP Ranking 

This step is needed when the ranking information is not yet estab-

lished among the objects. Object ranking can be calculated using 

AHP algorithm that made a relative important comparison between 

each pair of objects through a comparison matrix (aij) on each ordi-

nal feature-d. The comparison can be done automatically by calcu-

lating the ratio of two different objects on each of the ordinal 

feature-d. Equation 1 is used to fill up the diagonal and upper trian-

gular of comparison matrix.  

 

aijd =
X′id

X′jd
 ; i = 1 to N, j =  i to N                         (1) 

 

Meanwhile, the lower triangular matrix on each object-i is filled 

up by using equation 2.  

 

a =
X′

jd

X′
id

;  i = 2 to N, j =  1 to (i − 1)                                       (2) 

 

This comparison matrix needs to be normalised by dividing each 

objects-i with the summation of their column value as shown in 

equation 3.  

A′
ijd =

Aijd

(∑ Aijd
N
j )

 ;  𝑗 =  1 to 𝑁                                        (3) 

 

Then, the ranking of object-i is aggregated from the normalised 

comparison matrix using equation 4 by considering the average of 

Cij in each feature-d where Wd is feature-d weighting and D is the 

total features. 

 

Ri = ∑ [Wd ∗ 
∑ Aijd

N
j

N
] D

d D⁄  ; j = 1 to N                                       (4) 

 

Using this automated pair-wise ratio calculation, a 100% of con-

sistency is achieved. 

2.2. Initial centroids selection 

The initial centroid is proposed by considering the object's rank (Ri) 

so that the clustering process will converge to a cluster with a rank 

representation. Features of an object (Xi) that has the highest rank 

will be selected as the initial centroid for the cluster-0, following 

the second highest rank for the cluster-1, the third highest rank for 

the cluster-2 and the fourth highest rank for the cluster-3. The for-

mula to select the initial centroids is shown in the equation 5 where 

k = 0 to K and max
k

Ri is the highest ranking object-i in the descend-

ing order. mk is representing centroid ranking order from the highest 

rank (mk) to the lowest rank (mK). 

 

mk =  {Xi | Ximust be in max
k

Ri  and Ri >  Rk+1   }                  (5) 

 

2.3. Nearest cluster assignment 

Clustering process begins by measuring each object distance on 

each centroid (mk) using equation 6.  

 

Sik = min
s

√∑ (Xid − mkd)2D
d                                        (6) 

 

where Sik is set of the object in cluster-k, k= 0 to K and d is a fea-

ture.  The objects will be assigned to a cluster where they have the 

closest distance to the centroid. 

2.4. Ranking-based re-clustering 

Once the nearest distance to each cluster is completely assigned, 

this new additional step to guide the result towards object ranking’s 

sensitivity is introduced. This step tries to eliminate inconsistency 

of ranking-based clustering when using the normal distance meas-

urement that does not assess the object’s ranking information. In 

this step, all objects in a higher cluster but have a lower rank than 

the highest object rank in a lower cluster will be re-assigned to the 

lower cluster. This is to ensure the rank cluster to contain only a set 

of rank objects that does not exceed the rank of the objects in the 

higher cluster as shown in equation 7. 

 

Sik =  {Xi | min
k

Ri ≤ Xi < max
k

Ri , Ri ∈ Sik  }                       (7) 

 

where Sik is set of the object in cluster-k, min
k

Ri and max
k

Ri is the 

lowest-rank and highest-rank of the object in Sik.  

2.5. Centroids updates 

This is the final step where once the objects have been re-assigned, 

the centroid for each cluster needs to be re-calculated using equa-

tion 8. 

 

mkd = ∑ Xikd
M
i  M⁄                                                            (8) 

 

where M is the total of objects in cluster-k, k = 0 to K and d=0 to 

D. This step is to ensure that all objects that currently assigned to a 

cluster definitely belong to that cluster (i.e. nearest to its new as-

signed centroid) and far away from other clusters. If there is an 
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object that turns out to be nearer to another centroid, then this object 

needs to be reassigned to the nearest cluster. Thus, iteratively, the 

whole process cycle starting from step (3.3) to (3.4) needs to be 

repeated until there are no changes to the centroids in all clusters. 

3. Experimental Result 

Experiments were executed using three datasets; A17, B18 and C19. 

Dataset A consists of 67 Java's computer programs that were ranked 

based on their solution correctness. Dataset B consists of 456 EUFA 

football's club coefficient ranking result. Dataset C consists of 92 

subject's marks of Computer Organization and Architecture. Four 

clusters (e.g. c0, c1, c2 and c3) were generated for dataset A and B; 

and three clusters (e.g. c0, c1 and c2) were generated on dataset C 

using basic K-Means and G+Rank K-Means. Figure 1 shows the 

clustering result using both algorithms for dataset A, B and C. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Ranking-based cluster (a) Basic K-Means and (b) G+Rank K-Means 

 

In Figure 1 (a) where clustering was using the basic K-Means of 

dataset A and B, some of the objects in a lower rank cluster of c2 

have a higher rank than objects in a higher rank cluster of c1. The 

same result can be observed in dataset C where there are objects of 

lower ranked that were clustered in a higher cluster, c0. Thus, the 

clustering result was not clearly separating clusters' member based 

on their rank attribute. In contrast, when using the G+Rank K-

Means, clusters' members were grouped along with their rank's se-

quence as shown in Figure 1 (b). The result of the experiment shows 

that the objects were clustered along with the ranking consideration 

from the highest rank cluster of c0 at the bottom of the graph to the 

lower consecutive rank cluster (c1, c2 and c3 on dataset A,B; and 

c1 and c2 on dataset C) from the bottom up. 

In order to validate the clustering result in respect to the true label 

of ranking objects, purity value was used. The cluster results were 

benchmarked with the targeted ranking group classification as 0-29% 

(t1), 30-54% (t2), 55-74% (t3) and 75-100% (t4) for dataset A. Ta-

ble 1 lists the count number of object ranking classification in each 

clustering result on the dataset A and B.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Purity value on Dataset A and B 

 Purity 

C
lu

st
e
r 

Classification  

(Rubric's percentages) 

 

m
a
x
 

t1 t2 t3 t4 

Dataset A 

Basic K-

Means 

0.77612 

 

c0 0 1 2 10 10 

c1 0 1 9 1 9 

c2 0 3 3 1 3 

c3 4 30 2 0 30 
 

G+Rank 

K-Means  
0.79104 

c0 0 0 1 7 7 

c1 0 1 1 4 4 

c2 0 4 12 1 12 

c3 4 30 2 0 30 

 

Dataset B 

Basic K-

Means 

0.9363 

 

c0 0 0 13 5 13 

c1 0 2 0 0 2 

c2 27 24 0 0 27 

c3 384 0 0 0 384 

G+Rank 

K-Means  
0.9407 

c0 0 0 1 5 5 

c1 0 7 12 0 12 

c2 37 19 0 0 37 

c3 374 0 0 0 374 

 

The result has proven that the proposed methods of GRank K-

Means have a better purity value (0.79104) as compared to the ran-

dom initial centroids of the basic K-Means (0.77612). Thus, the 

combination of proposed initial centroid selection and ranking-

based re-clustering process enhancement have contributed better 

accuracy of a ranking-based clustering result. This result is congru-

ent with other researches of the related work which applying semi-

supervised clustering to produce better clustering representation. 

Meanwhile, for dataset C, the cluster results were bench-

marked with the targeted ranking group classification of 0 - 39% 

(t1), 40 - 74% (t2) and 75 - 100% (t3). Table 2 lists the count num-

ber of object ranking classification in each clustering result on the 

dataset C. 

 
Table 2: Purity value on Dataset C 

 Purity 

C
lu

st
e
r 

Classification  

(Total mark's per-

centages) 

Max 

t1 t2 t3 

Basic K-

Means 
0.9565 

c0 0 25 2 25 

c1 0 40 0 40 

c2 2 23 0 23 

G+Rank K-

Means 
0.9783 

c0 0 0 2 2 

c1 0 24 0 24 

c2 2 64 0 64 

4. Experimental Result 

This paper has argued that basic K-Means does not put much con-

sideration on ranking-based clustering even for same scale of ordi-

nal features involved. AHP was chosen as a ranking algorithm in 
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guiding K-Means algorithm towards ranking-based clustering con-

sideration. Practical guidance in integrating these ranking algorithm 

for K-Means clustering process are described in stages. New addi-

tional step in K-Means algorithm is proposed to reassign any misa-

ligned object closeness due to centroid constraint by using ranking 

information consistency guidance. Centroid initialization method is 

also proposed based on top consecutive ranking objects to minimize 

bad local minimum convergence of K-Means. The proposed meth-

ods are experimented on real data sets that consists of two ordinal 

features that carry the same scale. The comparison results show sig-

nificant result that ranking-based clustering can be improved by in-

tegrating ranking algorithms to guide K-Means in identifying clos-

est objects. 
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